Director's Note: NIH Public Access Policy Update And The Expansion To Other Federal Agencies

The Harrell Health Sciences Library is partnering with Penn State Hershey’s Office of Research Affairs to ensure compliance with the NIH Public Access Policy. As of July 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2013 NIH will delay processing of awards if publications arising from NIH funding are not compliant. Esther Dell and Kathleen Zamietra, both from the Harrell HSL, have been working with the NIH Compliance Tool to identify NIH funded PI’s/authors who are currently not in compliance with the Public Access Policy. An initial email notice was sent to all non-compliant PI’s/authors on February 21\textsuperscript{st} indicating their status and urging them to complete the submission of their articles to PubMed Central as soon as possible. Over the past six weeks Esther and Kathleen have been contacted by over 40 PI’s, authors or their delegates for assistance with approximately 100 publication submissions. We expect this number to drop as faculty become more familiar with the requirements and more comfortable with the process. The Harrell HSL will be sending out non-compliance notices on a monthly basis as a reminder.

Public access is expanding to other federal agencies. On February 22\textsuperscript{nd}, 2013 the Administration through the Office of Science and Technology Policy(OSTP) issued a Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies directing “Federal agencies with more than $100M in R&D expenditures to develop plans to make the published results of federally funded research freely available to the public within one year of publication and requiring researchers to better account for and manage the digital data resulting from federally funded scientific research.” Note this memorandum specifically includes scientific data in digital formats. Agencies are required to submit a draft plan to OSTP within six months, i.e. by the end of August 2013. OSTP, in coordination with OMB, will review draft plans and provide guidance to facilitate the development of final plans. The Harrell HSL will continue to monitor developments related to this recent expansion of public access. It’s important to remember the PI is ultimately responsible for ensuring compliance with the current NIH Public Access Policy and with future requirements under development.

Please contact Esther Dell <edell@hmc.psu.edu> or your Liaison Librarian if you have questions about these changes or the process for submitting your paper(s).
PubMed & MEDLINE: Do You Know The Difference?

By: Elaine Dean, MLS

The PubMed database is free to search, and includes article citations from the MEDLINE Index, the PubMed Central repository, and book citations from the NCBI Bookshelf. PubMed Central articles are free, but much of the full-text for articles in PubMed can be accessed through library subscriptions.

PubMed:
- Free to search and contains all of MEDLINE and PubMed Central citations plus additional content such as the NLM Bookshelf and out-of-scope articles from MEDLINE journals (i.e. astrophysics).
- PubMed contains the most recently published literature compared to OVID MEDLINE.

MEDLINE:
- Journal citation database of biomedical and life sciences journal articles chosen based on quality by an NIH advisory committee. MEDLINE articles are the only citations searchable using Medical Subject Headings (MeSH).
- Freely searchable as a subset within PubMed and through HHSL’s OVID Medline subscription.

PubMed Central (PMC):
- Free archive for open access full-text biomedical and life sciences journal articles containing literature deposited by participating publishers and author manuscripts submitted in compliance with the NIH Public Access Policy and other similar funding policies.
- Contains some articles from MEDLINE journals and non-MEDLINE articles in PMC also have citations included in PubMed, excluding citations for book reviews and similar content.

MedlinePlus:
- Free, high quality health information website primarily intended for consumers.
- Health topics often provide links to relevant articles in PubMed, along with videos, interactive tutorials, and links to other quality health information site on different topics in multiple languages.

OVID MEDLINE:
- Subscription database available through the HHSL providing alternative interface to search for MEDLINE citations.
- OVID MEDLINE and PubMed are often referred to interchangeably and contain the same core set of citations (MEDLINE).

Additional information can be found in the NLM Fact Sheet:
“MEDLINE, PubMed, and PMC (PubMed Central): How are they different?”
Access To The Library Website Is Easier Than Ever Before!

You were having trouble finding the library website, and we responded. Thank you to Strategic Services and HMC Information Technology who helped us by:

- including a prominent link to us on the Infonet
- creating a desktop icon for the library (available on most single user and clinical machines)
- creating a library link on the "footer" of all Penn State Hershey webpages
The George T. Harrell Health Sciences Library, in collaboration with Penn State University Libraries, has purchased a subscription to Nursing Reference Center (NRC).

NRC can be accessed either on-campus or off-campus (off-campus will require authentication using your Penn State AccessID), and there is also an app available for iOS devices, which requires a sign-up to receive an access key via email. Click the NRC iPhone/iPod Touch Application link at the bottom of the main screen to get the app.

Nursing Reference Center provides nurses with resources for quick reference at the point-of-care including:

◊ Quick Lessons - disease and condition overviews that map to the nursing workflow
◊ Evidence-Based Care Sheets - summaries of what is known about a disease or condition and the best treatment options
◊ Nursing Cultural Competencies - information on how to treat patients from diverse cultures
◊ Patient education handouts in both English and Spanish with customization
◊ Point-of-care drug information

A key feature of NRC is the Practice Resources tab, which includes access to 10 essential reference eTextbooks, including browse and search functions:

Several training resources are available for NRC, including a video tutorial here: http://support.ebsco.com/training/flash_videos/NRC/nrc.html
A full set of training guides can be found here: http://www.ebscohost.com/nursing/product-training/nursing-reference-center-training, including flyers and posters that can be used to promote NRC on your unit.

Feel free to contact the library at 717-531-8634 for more information about Nursing Resource Center.
Cynthia K. Robinson was awarded a certificate from the Harvard Graduate School of Education for completing a three day program addressing how digital technology is transforming the ways libraries function to promote learning, advance knowledge, and provide information resources.

David Brennan presented "E-submission - What information should be required in the non-duplication of research section?" and "Toward developing a policy for management of non-compliance events" at the Penn State Hershey IACUC Annual Retreat. David also presented "eJournal data analysis to support decision-making," at the LFO Research Colloquium in University Park.

Elaine Dean presented “Reference is a two-way street: using data to improve library services” to audiences at the Joint Spring Conference of the Kentucky Library Association Academic and Special Library Sections and Special Library Association Kentucky Chapter in Lucas, Kentucky.

Robyn Reed was awarded a Woodward Grant to attend the competitive program A Librarian’s Guide to National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), offered by the National Library of Medicine. The online and NLM in-person workshops will help to develop new library services in molecular biology resources.

Ben Hoover collaborated with Dr. Philip Wilson, the Department of Humanities and Drs. Kienle Center for Humanistic Medicine, and the Department of Orthopedics to bring Life and Limb to Penn State Hershey.

Esther Dell attended the annual ILLiad Conference in Virginia Beach and the Conference on Intellectual Property and Human Rights at the American University Washington College of Law.

David Brennan received the IGI Global’s Academic Librarian Sponsorship Award to attend the upcoming ACRL Conference in Indianapolis.

Esther Dell completed certification for Copyright Management and Leadership at the University of Maryland.

Robyn Reed coordinated the planning of the symposium, Data Management in Biomedical Research: Information Challenges and Practical Strategies, sponsored by the Harrell Health Sciences Library and Penn State CTSI, and supported by University Libraries' Microgrant Program.

Spotlight On: Kathleen Zamietra

Kathleen Zamietra joined the Interlibrary Loan (ILL) team in May 2010 and is primarily responsible for borrowing materials from other libraries for our faculty, staff and students. When a request is submitted to our ILLiad system, Kathleen goes to action and takes it through the complete cycle until either an article is delivered electronically or a physical volume is received and ultimately returned to the lender. She enjoys the challenge of hunting for rare resources, sometimes locating titles only available in other parts of the world. Kathleen is a historian by training and an archeologist at heart, so she does love a good “dig”.

You may occasionally see Kathleen at the front desk. In fact, she initially started there as a part-time staff member, and she still helps when needed. She also assists with some of the Library’s historical displays and archival projects.

Kathleen is currently a student in the Drexel University Library & Information Science graduate program, and has completed almost two-thirds of the coursework towards her degree. It keeps her very busy, but to keep everything in balance, there is Minnie the Chihuahua that she rescued last year, who loves lots of attention and play time.

Contributed by Esther Dell, MLS
Harrell Health Sciences Library Event Highlights

Data Management Symposium A Success!

On March 26, 2013, the Harrell Health Sciences Library and the CTSI sponsored Data Management in Biomedical Research: Information Challenges and Practical Strategies. An enthusiastic crowd of 125 researchers and clinicians participated and many more viewed via Mediasite from University Park and Hershey. We were very fortunate to have Michael Conlon, PhD, from the CTSI at the University of Florida deliver an excellent keynote address on national data management trends and challenges and have 10 panelists from Hershey and University Park share their expertise with various aspects of data management and services available to researchers. We thank all attendees, our keynote speaker, panelists, and additionally the Harrell Library, CTSI, and the University Libraries Microgrant Program for contributing funds for this successful educational event.

Anyone who missed the opportunity to attend and would like to watch the recorded version, please email Robyn Reed at reed4@hmc.psu.edu for the Mediasite URL.

-By Robyn Reed, MLIS

Life and Limb, a travelling National Library of Medicine exhibit, was on display in the George T. Harrell Health Sciences Library during the month of March in 2013. Watch for new exhibits in the coming months!

-By Ben Hoover, Circulation Supervisor

I would like to thank everyone at the Harrell Health Sciences Library and the Humanities department for your help making the Life and Limb exhibit and events a success. The partnership between the Harrell Health Sciences Library, the Humanities Department, and the Kienle Center for Humanistic Medicine worked to explore civil war medicine and care providers who tried to save the wounded on and off the battlefield. This was also a timely event as the 150th anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg is coming up this year. We had great response from the folks at Penn State Hershey and the community to the traveling exhibit and displays.

We had superb turnout to both speaking events. Over 125 people packed the room for The Humanities First Friday: Clara Barton & Battlefield Medicine with Susan Rosenvold. For the History of Medicine Lecture, The Fields of Gettysburg: Through the Eyes of Battlefield Surgeons with Barbara Sanders, the audience topped 75 in attendance.

I would also like to thank the following contributors; Kenneth Taylor from the Orthopedics Department, Rick Baer from Medical Education, and Steve Doughty for lending us parts of their personal collections. -By Ben Hoover, Circulation Supervisor
Off-Campus Research?

You can access the Harrell Health Sciences Library’s collection anywhere without using the Remote Access Portal.

Go directly to the library homepage: [http://www.med.psu.edu/library](http://www.med.psu.edu/library)

You will be prompted for your ePass or Penn State AccessID when necessary.

Upcoming Holiday Hours

Memorial Day:
- Sunday, May 26th: 12 PM - 8 PM
- Monday, May 27th: Closed

Fourth of July:
- Wednesday, July 4th: Closed

Visit Us On The Web: [http://www.med.psu.edu/library](http://www.med.psu.edu/library)

Feedback Is Welcome! Contact The Editor: Lauren Kime - lkime@hmc.psu.edu